Praise for The Perfection Paradox
Perfection is not what it seems; in fact, it is just the opposite. In The Perfection Paradox, Jeffrey
A. Kramer uses a lifetime of examples to paint a clear and powerful picture of the damaging
impacts of perfectionism on work and life. Fortunately for him, and for us, he also shares simple
and actionable steps to escape from the prison of perfection.
—Dr. Marshall Goldsmith, New York Times bestselling author of What
Got You Here Won’t Get You There and Triggers, World’s #1 Executive
Coach, and Harvard Business Review’s World’s #1 Leadership Thinker
Perfectionism seems to be not so much a desire for excellence as it is the fear of inadequacy
showing up as procrastination. In The Perfection Paradox, Jeff uses his own experiences to guide
us from hiding behind perfectionism to the freedom of a life that is rich with meaningful
accomplishments and relationships.
—Dan Miller, New York Times bestselling author of 48 Days to the Work
You Love, and host of the 48 Days Podcast
Who would have thought that perfection could actually prevent excellence by inducing a
paralyzing fear of failure, and creating a habit of negativity, distraction and procrastination?
Indeed, that is the contradiction Jeffrey A. Kramer explores in his book The Perfection Paradox.
If you are finding that being a perfectionist has its dark side, this book can help you explore and
conquer the harmful side of perfect and find a rewarding path to excellence for yourself and those
around you.
—Elizabeth McCormick, former US Army Black Hawk Pilot, #5 on the
list of Leadership Experts to follow online, author of The PILOT Method
Perfection is far from the good thing it masquerades as. In The Perfection Paradox, Jeff shows us
how it’s possible to recognize and escape from this crippling deception. He provides a proven
process to find clarity and experience a life of freedom.
—Kary Oberbrunner, CEO of Igniting Souls, author of Unhackable
If you are a fellow perfectionist who puts off until tomorrow what you should have done
yesterday, The Perfection Paradox is a must-read. Jeff leads the reader through the maze of
analysis paralysis, fear of failure, dealing with distraction, and escaping the addiction to the
realization that imperfect action beats perfect inaction every time! For myself, learning to take
imperfect action was a game-changer, and it can be for you too!
—Lisa Moser, Author/Coach/Speaker—www.LisaMoser.com
How do we enjoy the benefits of perfectionism without the negative side effects? It's a question so
many of us struggle with. Jeff's book provides a practical, realistic pathway to get there—to “live
inside the paradox.”
—Jerod Morris, Chief Creative Thinker for THINKERS Notebook

If seeking perfection or rather using it as an excuse has stalled you in the past, here is your
permission to get over it. The Perfection Paradox provides simple steps to break the cycle of
seeking the unattainable. To quote the author, “sometimes good is good enough”. Enjoy the
freedom you’ll glean from this growth tool by letting go in order to experience authentic, satisfying
and sustainable success.
—Daphne V. Smith, author of What's YOUR Scarlet Letter?,
Chain Breaker and Wave Maker
Great read! This book does what all great books do. It makes you want to turn the page. As a
recovering perfectionist, I have many years of recovery behind me. However, Jeff’s heartfelt,
transparent message raised my awareness relative to some things I still needed to address. As a
result, I took immediate action and made a few adjustments that brought me a bit more internal
peace. Thank you, sir!
—Mack Story, Leadership Speaker and Trainer, author of the Blue-Collar
Leadership® Series
If you're delaying going after your big dream because you never have enough time, you're worried
you might do it wrong or you're afraid of what others might say or think about you if you fail (or
succeed), The Perfection Paradox is a must-read. By sharing his own story, Jeff reveals how
perfectionism actually keeps you from reaching your goals, and breaks down how to dismantle
perfectionism so that you accomplish anything.
—Shannon Mattern, host of the Pep Talks for Side Hustlers Podcast, mentor
to side-hustling entrepreneurs who are building businesses online
Whether others have labeled you as a 'perfectionist' or you've secretly wondered yourself, pick up
this book and you'll have an answer quickly! Kramer authentically reveals his personal experiences
with perfectionism while incorporating a massive amount of intriguing stories and research. You
won't be able to put down The Perfect Paradox and, as a result, you will finally know how to be
'good enough' on the other side of these pages.
—Renee Vidor, speaker, coach, and author of Measuring Up: How to
WIN in a World of Comparison
Jeff’s transparent expose’ of his lifetime struggle with perfectionism sets the perfect stage for
understanding the damage perfection causes, and the benefit of moving from perfect to letting
good be good enough. Jeff has clearly shown the irony in the perfection paradox and that perfection
is more a prison to escape from than an elusive paradise to be sought after. He has looked deep
within and without in hopes of finding the sacred oasis, only to discover that what he was chasing
was a mirage. That what he desired and needed most started the moment he took himself off the
autobahn of perfection and started walking the open roads of good enough truly is good enough.
—Martyn J. Wood, The Stratospheric Life Coach
Jeff knows first-hand how attractive perfection seems to be, hiding itself as a virtue to seek. In his
personal account of fear, shame and deception, Jeff shows the damaging impacts of this hidden
addiction to ideal, followed by the simple steps to escape it and find a life truly worth living. The
strength shown by Jeff is extraordinary, and it is empowering to see it evidenced on every page.
—Kelly Schwab, City Attorney for City of Chandler, AZ

Self-awareness is key to our success in life, and a large part of that is being aware of how we hold
ourselves back. Jeff’s book, The Perfection Paradox, helps you realize how you may be holding
yourself back by setting an impossible standard of perfection for yourself and for others, causing
procrastination, decreasing productivity, and rupturing relationships. Jeff reminds us that,
“imperfect action is better than perfect inaction.” This was a great read! Thanks, Jeff!
—Ria Story, author of Fearfully and Wonderfully Me
By reading The Perfection Paradox by Jeffrey A. Kramer, you learn about the importance of acting
now, that the best moment is now and not tomorrow or the day after tomorrow.
—Alfousseni Sidibe, Founder of Live Your Dream Mali
The Perfection Paradox allows everyone to recognize themselves somewhere in this book. Jeff
distills the struggles with perfection that prevent even the most talented person from realizing their
full potential. This book is thought-provoking, insightful and rich with ideas.
—Laura Dillingham, Executive Strategic Partner at HPISolutions
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Chapter 1: I Know I Can Do Better

Image of the DISC behavior model developed in the 1920s by Dr William Moulton Marston. The
DISC model predicts a person’s normal behavior tendencies based on two traits; the speed at which
they engage with others, and whether they tend to focus on productivity or relationships.
Depending on the blend of traits, Marston described the styles as Dominant and Driving (D),
Inspiring and Interactive (I), Supportive and Steady (S), or Cautious and Competent (C).

Chapter 3: Oh Snap, Facebook Made Me Do It!
Image of Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, a model of human motivational theory developed by
psychologist Abraham Maslow in the 1940s, which is based on the assumption that people must
meet basic needs before progressing to social, or psychological needs. These must then be met
before achieving full potential as individuals.
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